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Annemarie Weyl Carr’s boundless intellectual range more than once included forays from Byzantium into medieval Iberia, a part of the world that, despite its remoteness from the Byzantine empires, speedily came to appreciate the unique dynamic powers of the Virgin Mary and her images. These brief but rewarding intersections of our interests inspired the present work, which traces the visual afterlife of a Marian miracle story as it traveled from its source in Byzantium to my arguably less civilized corner of the Mediterranean world. In honoring the legacy that Annemarie built during her sojourn on the prairies of “New Spain,” I hope that the scrutiny of this miracle’s westward journey will offer fresh testimony to the centrality of the Byzantine legacy in the medieval visual world, even in unexpected places and times.

The narrative in question is known by various nicknames, perhaps most commonly that of “The Jewish Boy of Bourges.” As we shall see below, it tells the story of a little Jewish lad who innocently takes communion with his Christian friends and is locked by his enraged father in a hotly burning furnace. Protected from the flames by the Virgin Mary, the boy is eventually rescued and, sometimes along with his mother, converts to Christianity. Originating in sixth-century Byzantium and almost immediately afterward picked up by Latin authors, this narrative became one of the most widely repeated Marian legends in Western Christendom, where it found memorable musical-visual form in a now famous illustrated manuscript of the Cantigas de Santa Maria that was made for King Alfonso X of Castile around 1280 (Biblioteca de El Escorial, MS T.I.1).
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As I will argue in this chapter, the illustration of this cantiga merits particular notice for its unique intermingling of visual elements—physiognomic distortion, recognizable local costume, and vividly physical violence—that endow the boy’s spiritual transformation with multiple layers of meaning, many of which reflect to preoccupations peculiar to the cantiga’s Iberian milieu (Figure 3.1 = Plate 5). These concerns included whether and how to regulate social proximity among the faith groups of a deeply multiethnic society; anxieties about how the rapid reshaping of political boundaries at the peak of the Iberian Reconquest challenged longstanding social and religious ones, or the lack of them; and frustration with the continued permeability of those same boundaries despite reinforcement by both Crown and Church. Yet, as we shall see, the effectiveness with which these distinctly local concerns were brought out in the illustration rests largely on the adroitness with which a Greek textual narrative, imported from a time and place so distant from this distinctive Iberian milieu, could be adapted to serve these localized concerns. Retracing the tale’s peregrination from sixth-century Byzantium to Alfonso’s thirteenth-century court effectively reveals its force and flexibility.

Consideration of the visual ancestry of the Jewish Boy tale is well overdue. While its various texts have enjoyed a long history of scholarly study, from the philological work of Eugen Wolter to Miri Rubin’s erudite analysis of the story’s late medieval texts and contexts, few scholars have closely investigated how the various verbal permutations of the tale intersected with the vivid pictorial versions that began cropping up in its wake as it passed from Byzantium across Western Europe and into central Spain.2 How precisely did such verbal texts nurture the visual narratives they inspired? How did they continue to shape the images as they themselves evolved? A closer look at the legend’s visual and textual afterlife will reveal how the wide scattering of texts, images, and associations that it inspired across Europe would come to endow the cantiga illustration with its prismatic effectiveness.

---

Tracing the Jewish Boy Tale from Byzantium to France

Although earlier Greek versions of the Jewish Boy narrative may have existed, the earliest surviving account appears in the *Ecclesiastical History* of Evagrius Scholasticus (536/37–after 594). Evagrius’ tale, set in Constantinople, is brief and appealingly homedispun. It tells how one day, during the customary distribution of the unused remains of eucharistic bread to the city’s young schoolboys, a Jewish boy who happened to be with the lads shared in the feast. His father, a glassmaker, became furious upon learning of his son’s participation and locked the boy in the burning glass-furnace. Unable to find the boy, his desperate mother wandered the city for three days until she entered her husband’s workshop and heard her son calling from the furnace; she forced open the doors and found him unharmed among the coals. When asked how he had survived, the boy reported that he had been protected during his ordeal by a woman in a purple robe, who brought him food and offered him water to quench the flames around him. Upon discovering the miracle, the child and his mother were baptized at the Emperor Justinian’s command, while the father refused conversion and was impaled in Sycæ, outside the city.

Many aspects of this laconic tale remain unexplained. It is unclear, for example, whether the boy understood the implications of his consumption of the bread (perhaps related to the Eastern custom of distributing blessed but unconsecrated eucharistic bread as the *antidoron*, nor why his father reacted so murderousely to this apparently innocent act. Instead, the story’s focus remains on the boy’s Christlike three-day enclosure in the furnace, on the Virgin’s protective role, and on the intervention of the emperor in the fate of both father and son. Such themes conform well with the general tenor of Evagrius’ *History*, in which such miracles serve to highlight the spiritual triumphs and imperial endorsement enjoyed by the early Byzantine Church.

Quite different concerns emerge, by contrast, in the earliest known Latin version of the tale, which was composed shortly after 590 by Gregory of Tours (c. 538–94) as part of his *De gloria martyrum*. Gregory likewise situates the story in the East (*in Oriente*) and identifies the boy as the son of a glazier; he also establishes the lad more firmly as a schoolmate of the Christian boys, with whom he was “studying and learning the alphabet.”

---

3 Michael Whitby, trans. and intro., *The Ecclesiastical History of Evagrius Scholasticus* (Liverpool, 2000); for the Greek, see Wolter, *Judenknabe*.
His most significant development, however, is his conversion of the boy's consumption of the bread into true liturgical communication: he tells how the lad accompanies the other boys to Mass, where he joins them in receiving the eucharist. This revision helps to clarify the furious reaction of the Jewish father, for whom the boy's innocent act now becomes an affront deserving of draconian consequences. He declares, "If you have communicated with these boys and forgotten your ancestral worship, then to avenge this insult to the law of Moses I will step forward against you as a merciless murderer," and throws the boy into his blazing oven, adding wood to make the fire burn more strongly. The boy's mother learns immediately about the attack, but unlike her Byzantine counterpart she is unable to rescue her child on her own. Instead, her cries attract the Christians of the town, who open the furnace, pull out the boy, and—in an act of mob vigilantism that surely would have surprised Evagrius—throw the father into the flames. The boy and his mother then convert, inspiring other Jews to do the same.

Miri Rubin has written perceptively of the eucharistic themes raised by Gregory's legend and its many Western variants, noting especially their potential to serve as "witness tales" in which the eucharist itself offered the impetus to convert. Such a view is borne out by the boy's evident familiarity with Christian culture and its practices, which seems to inform his actions more directly than in the Greek version of the tale. The bread that he consumes here is not merely the remains of that intended for the Mass, but a consecrated host that has actually transubstantiated; it is the body of Christ. The boy's impulsive desire to partake of it highlights the attractiveness of the eucharist in his innocent eyes and sets him firmly on the path toward conversion, themes firmly in keeping with the concerns of the early Latin Church.

Gregory's version of the tale gained still further dimensions when later variants of his narrative came to be included in the numerous Marian miracle collections that were beginning to circulate in Western Europe during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. As first formulated in England and then disseminated in France, Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, and eventually also Iberia by such authors as Gautier de Coincy, Caesarius of Heisterbach, Vincent of Beauvais, and Gonzalo de Berceo, these narratives were unified by the emphatic protagonism of the Virgin Mary, whose repeated agency on behalf of her followers reflected her generally expanded role in the medieval West. The collections' strong Marian emphasis also exerted an influence on
the shape of the Jewish Boy tale, which now shifted away from eucharistic concerns to focus on the Virgin’s protection of the lad against the violence of his father. For a high medieval audience, this shift could prompt powerful associations: Mary’s maternal defense of an innocent boy from his merciless Jewish attacker easily evoked the narrative framework of the Passion, allowing the Jewish father to reenact the merciless violence of Christ’s biblical attackers, while the boy, although still only an incipient Christian, offered a satisfactorily symbolic stand-in for Mary’s sacrificed son.\textsuperscript{12} Such associations were consistent with a contemporaneous obsession among medieval Christian writers with the role of Jews generally in the death of Christ, once transformed into a conscious, premeditated act of violence.\textsuperscript{13}

The vitality of this association is more than clear in the poetic version of the tale composed by the French monk Gautier de Coincy in his early thirteenth-century \textit{Miracles de Notre Dame}. Coincy’s two-volume vernacular collection of 58 narratives and 18 chansons enjoyed an extraordinary popularity in its own day, as reflected in the 61 manuscripts still surviving from the thirteenth century alone. It became a fundamental source for many subsequent collections, among them the \textit{Cantigas de Santa Maria} themselves.\textsuperscript{14}

Coincy’s version of the Jewish Boy story follows the general outline of Gregory’s narrative, identifying the boy as the son of a glazier who imitates his Christian schoolmates in taking communion during Mass. However, it intensifies the tension between the innocent future convert and his malevolent Jewish father in a manner carefully attuned to his medieval audience. First, it shifts the story’s location from Constantinople to the French city of Bourges, a familiar and contemporary setting whose recent religious controversies may well have heightened the tale’s inherent tensions.\textsuperscript{15} Next, it actively develops the moral consequences of the familial jarring, the boy’s education into a more beautiful Light by the Virgin’s merciful absolventia et munificentia. Finally, it sets the incident not on holy ground but on the very soil of France by a malevolent Jew, an event of the recent past. Coincy framed the story as a threat or disbelief, and the tale’s natural extension, not with a happy ending, but with a multitude of malevolent Jews hard toward all Christians, who tolerate even the Virgin’s miracles. With its inclusion of the cult of Mariolatry, the tale provides a precedent for later tradition that joined eucharistic and threnodic narratives.

\textbf{Envisioning the Miracle}

The earliest known visual treatment of the thematic lays of the Jewish Boy story is a verbal source. The earliest visual analog to Veronese, for the earliest depiction of the subject. The earliest extant analog to the earliest visual depiction of the story is a thirteenth-century manuscript in the Abbaye de Saint-Denis in France, which depicts the story’s essential elements. The surviving fragments may appear in the following works.

\textsuperscript{17} On rabbis and children in Eucharistic miracles, see: Dahan, \textit{Les Juifs dans les Miracles de Gautier de Coincy}, 185–190.
\textsuperscript{18} Translations, lines 140–43.
the moral contrast between father and son by rendering it in somatic terms, jarringly juxtaposing a description of the boy as very intelligent and even more beautiful ("mielz entendant et molt plus bel") against an account of the merciless abuse to which his father subjects his tender flesh ("La char, qu’avoit tertre et mole;/sovent ses pere li batoit/por ce qu’avec aus s’embaïtoit").

Finally, it sets the Mass at which the boy communicates not just on any feast day but on Easter itself, activating the linkage between the boy’s victimization by a malevolent Jew and “resurrection” from the furnace with the central events of the Passion. Most striking of all, however, is the degree to which Coïnc frames the boy’s predicament not as a problem of individual violence or disbelief, but as a more categorical problem of Jews versus Christians, a natural extension of a presumed Jewish hostility toward Christ. His tale thus ends not with an account of the father’s death and the boy’s conversion, but with a multi-stanza diatribe on the Jews as a group, which ends: “I am so very hard towards them/That if I were king of the whole kingdom/I would not tolerate even one of them.”

With its evocative overlayering of eucharistic and Passion themes, Mariolatry, and garden variety anti-Judaism, Coïnc’s version of the story provides a foundation of unparalleled conceptual richness for the visual tradition that would follow.

Envisioning the Narrative

The earliest pictorial narratives of the Jewish Boy tale convey few of the thematic layers accrued by the textual versions of the tale. Unlike these verbal sources, the visual tradition appears to have originated in the West: the earliest surviving exemplars appear in English and French stained glass beginning in the second quarter of the thirteenth century. These display an abbreviation characteristic of their medium, typically comprising two or three essential scenes. Two fragments of the tale, produced between 1220 and 1235, survive in the north choir aisle of Lincoln Cathedral; two more short cycles appear in the north and south ambulatories of Le Mans Cathedral, where

---

16 Gautier de Coïnc, Miracles, II: 95, lines 6–14.
18 Translation from Rubin, Gentile Tales, 14; see also Gautier de Coïnc, Miracles, II: 100, lines 140–43.
they were also adapted for use in such narrative series as those that comprise parts of the Virgin's legend.

The Jewish Boy (Plate 6), for example, displays a scene of the Presentation in the Temple: the Virgin Mary, offering the Child to his father, stands holding the chalice partly filled with wine, while the boy is in the third and safe hands clasped in the Virgin's arms. The third and final scene of this series, square on the right, shows a composition which, as the author has written, is "of Wisdom," and is to be interpreted by the Christ Child.

This reduction of the scene to immolation, however, is not by any means limited to the use of Christological icons. In the third scene, the presentation of the eucharistic Christ Child, the Christ Child is shown as a boy, as the author has pointed out. The fourth scene shows the boy's attempt to escape from the quiescent state of the Child-Christ into the arms of his Christian mother. These signs, such

Fig. 3.2  [Plate 6] The Jewish Boy who Took Communion, bay 110, south ambulatory window, Le Mans Cathedral.
they were added just after the middle of the thirteenth century. 20 Typically such narratives do not stand alone; like their textual contemporaries, they comprise part of a larger ensemble of stories dedicated to the life and miracles of the Virgin. 21

The Jewish Boy narrative in the south ambulatory window at Le Mans (Bay 110) displays both the truncated format and the characteristic spareness of the stained glass exemplars (Figure 3.2 = Plate 6). The lowest scene depicts a priest offering communion to a small group of boys; the altar behind him bears a chalice partly covered by a corporal, an obvious reference to the eucharistic miracle just effected in the Mass. In the succeeding scene, the Jewish boy, hands clasped in prayer, is slipped smoothly into the oven by his father as his mother looks on impassively; only the patriarch’s knitted brow hints at the malevolence so enthusiastically elaborated in Coincy’s and similar texts. In the third and uppermost scene, the boy remains in the oven, but he now rests squarely on the lap of the Virgin, who extends her arms around him in a frontal composition strongly resembling traditional images of the Virgin as “Throne of Wisdom,” with the Jewish Boy now occupying the place traditionally taken by the Christ Child. 22

This reduction to the tale’s three central narrative moments—communion, immolation, and rescue—and the simplified iconography of the series offer only limited thematic elaboration; they play mainly upon the eucharistic and Christological themes most deeply rooted in the textual tradition. In the first scene, the presence of chalice and corporal on the altar asserts the centrality of the eucharist and its transfigurative power, while the displacement of the Christ Child by the Jewish boy in the third scene hints at his role as a stand-in for the Savior. Far more limited, however, is the anti-Jewish dimension developed so richly in the texts of the Marian tradition. In the scene of the boy’s attempted immolation, the father’s robotic movements and the mother’s quiescent stare deaden the potentially dynamic opposition between tender Christ-surrogate and enraged Jewish attacker; and, indeed, little visual reference is made to the Jewishness of either father or son. The boy’s soft features and simple yellow tunic render him nearly indistinguishable from his Christian schoolfriends, while the father lacks the stereotypically Jewish signs, such as an enlarged nose or a grimace, that were at this date well

20 The Lincoln scenes depict the boy being thrust into the oven and his protection by the Virgin; see Nigel Morgan, The Medieval Painted Glass of Lincoln Cathedral (London, 1983), 9–11 and 30. On Le Mans, see Meredith Parsons Lillich, Armor of Light: Stained Glass in Western France (Berkeley, CA, 1994), 10–47; and Henry Kraus, The Living Theater of Medieval Art (Bloomington, IN, 1967), 159–61.


established elsewhere in the European visual lexicon. Only his softly peaked cap signals his religious identity.  

Fig. 3.3 The Jewish Boy Who Took Communion, Miracles de Nostre Dame. National Library of Russia, Fr. F.v. XIV 9, fol. 71r.

---


24 Both images are found in the Bible historiale de Tours (Bibliothèque Nationale de France, ms. Lat. 13778), fol. 72v. The artist here appears more modest; note how the tale’s son is depicted with a book, rather than the dove, and how he is not nearly filled with blood.  


26 The method was developed in Andrei Siegel, “The Jewish Image in the Byzantine Empire: A Pictorial History,” in The Jews in the Byzantine Empire, ed. Joseph D. Callaway et al. (Bloomington, 1999), 95–122.
The relative conservatism of stained glass cycles like that at Le Mans might be ascribed to several factors, above all to the newness of the image tradition, which at this date had not had time to develop the symbolic elaboration of its textual equivalent. The peculiar demands of such cycles' medium and setting may also have limited the number and complexity of the scenes planned for each window. However, these differences did not result from setting and medium alone: even in the comparatively flexible realm of thirteenth-century manuscript painting, pictorial narratives of the Jewish Boy tale often display a similar reticence.

This is nowhere more clear than in the illustrations of the Jewish Boy tale found in manuscripts of Coincy's Miracles de Nostre Dame. The production of such illustrated codices can be traced in France from about 1260 onward; of those thirteenth-century manuscripts that survive, at least eight preserve an illustration of the Jewish Boy tale, providing an ideal opportunity to examine the artistic response to Coincy's text. Yet these illustrations are surprisingly modest: most often, they take the form of a single historiated initial enclosing the tale's most recognizable narrative moment, that of the father placing his son in the oven; and they lack the symbolic elaboration that would permit consideration of the tale's more complex themes.

In only two surviving thirteenth-century Coincy manuscripts does the Jewish Boy story approach the narrative richness of its model. Now in Paris (Bibliothèque Nationale, MS lat. 22928) and St. Petersburg (National Library of Russia, Fr. F.v. XIV 9), these manuscripts contain rectangular multi-episodic miniatures preceding the text of the tale. The illustration in the St. Petersburg manuscript (fol. 71r) is more extensive. It configures the tale in six scenes, which are contained within a rectangular panel set into the column where the miracle poem begins (Figure 3.3). In the first scene, a priest stands before an altar bearing a sculpture of the Virgin and Child and offers communion to the foremost of several boys, whose packed bodies form a pyramidal mass that nearly fills the space. In the next, the boy embraces his father, who scrutinizes his son in apparent reference to Coincy's claim that the young communicant's

---

21 Both of these were likely produced in the third quarter of the thirteenth century. On illustrated Coincy manuscripts of this period, see Alison Stones, "Notes on the artistic context of some Gautier de Coinci manuscripts," in Krause and Stones (eds), Gautier de Coinci, 65–98 and Appendices III and IV (pp. 369–96). See also Christine Lapostolle, "Images et appariations: Illustrations des "Miracles de Nostre-Dame," Mélodies 2 (1982): 47–67; and Russakoff, "Imaging the miraculous," 76–98 and 327–36.

22 Lapostolle discusses illustrations of this tale in various Gautier manuscripts, including Paris, BNF 22928; see "Images et appariations," 55–61.

face "shone with his great joy." 27 Two subsequent scenes depict first the father tossing the boy headfirst into his already burning oven, then the mother, who tears her hair as her cries summon the townspeople. In the final two panels, the townspeople first throw the father into the oven, and then rejoice as the boy explains his divine protection. Beneath the panel, the initial A that introduces the poetic text contains a tiny image of the boy’s baptism.

In extending the visual narrative into multiple scenes, this illustration offers a closer approximation of the events recounted in the text. By extending beyond the essential narrative moments of the boy’s communion, immolation, and rescue, it plays on the very polarities of tenderness and violence innovated by Coïnc. The Virgin and Child make gestures of blessing from the altar as the boy accepts communion; the lad’s shining face stands against his father’s angry grimace and his mother’s desperate gestures as he is thrown into the fire; and the rambunctious throng of townspeople forms an impromptu Greek chorus that responds to the mother’s cries, deposits the father in the oven, and celebrates the boy’s rescue.

Yet despite its extensiveness, even this illustration falls short of the possibilities raised by the text’s deeply layered discourse, especially its strongly anti-Jewish slant. The communion and furnace scenes preserve the spare formulae of the stained glass exemplars, and neither the boy’s Jewishness nor that of his father is signaled strongly beyond the latter’s conventional pointed hat. Even the potentially cathartic scene in which the mob thrusts the father into the furnace possesses an almost balletic detachment. Neither this nor the other thirteenth-century illustrations of the tale offers a precedent for the earthly, immediate violence found in the Cantigas de Santa María.

Illustrating the Jewish Boy Tale in the Cantigas de Santa María

The tale of the Jewish Boy was among the earliest narratives to join the great compendium of Marian songs known as the Cantigas de Santa María when it became part of the first redaction of the collection initiated by the Castilian king Alfonso X (r. 1252–84) in the early 1260s. It thus stood among the earliest Marian miracle tales to be included in a monumental compendium of imported and invented narratives and praise songs that by the end of the king’s reign would number over 400. Whereas this process seems to have occupied at least part of the king’s court from the late 1260s until his death in 1284, it appears to have been only during the final five or six years that Alfonso instructed a team of artists and scribes to copy this collection into the two generously illustrated manuscripts known today. 28

---

27 "Toute sa face resclaire de la grant joie qu'il avoit." Coïnc. Miracles, II: 96, line 36.
28 Biblioteca de El Escorial, MS T.I.1 and Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale, banco rari 20. On the collection’s chronology, see esp. Evelyn S. Procter, Alfonso of Castile: Patron of

Although fragments of other manuscripts have survived, including the Madrid de El Escorial (MS banco rari 15) and two Florence volumes in which the text and musical notations are split between either one or two hands, the first and last by the early 15th-century Florence codex, the Escorial manuscript is the only one.

The illustrated text was written in Andalusian and English script on vellum, and the text is divided into 127 sections, each beginning with a heading. The illustration of the Cantigas de Santa María contains 127 songs with musical notation.

29 The unilluminated manuscript contains 127 songs, and the illustrated manuscript contains 127 songs with musical notation. See Walter Metz.


Muslims in medieval Spain. The illustrated text was written in Andalusian and English script on vellum, and the text is divided into 127 sections, each beginning with a heading. The illustration of the Cantigas de Santa María contains 127 songs with musical notation.

Although fragments of other manuscripts have survived, including the Madrid de El Escorial (MS banco rari 15) and two Florence volumes in which the text and musical notations are split between either one or two hands, the first and last by the early 15th-century Florence codex, the Escorial manuscript is the only one.

The illustrated text was written in Andalusian and English script on vellum, and the text is divided into 127 sections, each beginning with a heading. The illustration of the Cantigas de Santa María contains 127 songs with musical notation. See Walter Metz.

Although four thirteenth-century manuscripts of the Cantigas de Santa María have survived, only two contain narrative illustrations: one in the Biblioteca de El Escorial (MS T.I.1) and the other in the Biblioteca Nazionale in Florence (MS banco rari 20).29 The two were undoubtedly intended as companion volumes in which each of the songs were to be represented not just by text and musical notation, but also by six- or twelve-panel illustrations occupying either one or two full pages. The Escorial manuscript was likely completed by the early 1280s and still preserves 192 of an original 200 cantigas, but the Florence codex was left unfinished, perhaps at Alfonso’s death.30 It is in the Escorial manuscript, as Cantiga 4, that the Jewish Boy tale appears.

The illustration of Cantiga 4 presents significant differences from its French and English predecessors.31 As elsewhere in the Escorial manuscript, the tale

29 The unillustrated manuscripts are Biblioteca Nacional de España, MS 10069, which contains 127 songs with skeletal musical notation, and Escorial MS B1.2, which contains 401 songs with musical notation as well as 40 small panels depicting musicians in performance. See Walter Mettmann, Cantigas de Santa María (Coimbra, 1959–72), I: vii–xiv.


comprises six episodes, each in its own square panel and surmounted by a brief explanatory caption. The first panel depicts the boy seated at school with his friends, an episode absent from earlier visual traditions. In it, a hooded cleric and a cluster of small boys are seated within a vaulted, churchlike space presumably meant to represent an ecclesiastical school. The Jewish boy is difficult to identify among the mass of seated pupils, although his dress in subsequent scenes suggests that he may be the child in brown, his face turned in profile, who sits just to the right of a colonnette at the teacher’s left hand. He is far more easily recognized in the second scene, where he displays the costume characteristically assigned to Jewish figures in the Cantigas de Santa María: a hooded brown cloak that resembles that actually worn by many Iberian Jews at this date, and curling black slippers similar to those depicted in Western Islamic painting. His dress differs distinctly from the simple tunics and shoes of his schoolmates, and it sharpens his separation from them as he steps forward to accept communion not from the priest, but from a sculpture of the Virgin and Child that rests on the church altar.

A more surprising attribute is the hawk-nosed profile that the boy here turns upward toward the Virgin’s statue. Echoing a physiognomic stereotype employed widely in images of Jews outside Iberia at this time, this feature draws force both from the unexpectedness of its appearance on a child—for neither in Iberia nor in Europe as a whole were children traditionally caricatured in this way—and from its obvious connection with the exaggerated physiognomy of his father, whose staring eyes, arched nose, dark brows, and shaggy black beard manifest one of the earliest Iberian stereotypes of this kind. For medieval Christian viewers, such facial traits infused Jewish figures with a panoply of moral flaws, among them anger, stubbornness, and violence, that were now implicitly if temporarily shared by both characters.


As such, the boy in the first panel is outsized in the realm of simple, sharp contrast. The image speaks eloquently of his failings and the enormity of his reward.

The fineness of the boy’s dress in the first, a move to make him propellable into the artistic currents of the time, is propelled to further meaning by the transinces of black and brown, a technique shown in the tomb in Jerez, where the boy’s face turns a rich hue while the boy’s gown is portrayed in a more translucent manner, further distinguishing him and his dress from the robed figures within the chapel.

What matters is, however, not the simple opposition, more important than the textual veiling, was the way the colonial order worked. The veiling was as much a part of these. As Klein has shown, the look and restructure, and the veiling itself, if a metaphor, dwells particularly on the eyes, on the agent and the embroiler of the^ 1

He went by the name of the wafers and the alabaster.
As such, they contribute indispensably to the Alfonsoine narrative. When in the third panel the boy returns home from church to face his father, his outsized nose has precipitously returned to ordinary dimensions, posing a sharp contrast to his patriarch’s distorted profile. This visual juxtaposition speaks eloquently of both the child’s spiritual transformation and the moral failings of the father, whose bulging eyes next converge almost comically over an enormous nose as he jerkily pokes the boy into the blazing furnace.

The final two scenes of the illustration focus on the townspeople’s rescue of the boy from the furnace and their violent reprisal toward the father. In the first, a crowd of men and women lean forward to receive the lad as he is propelled out of the furnace by a regal Virgin; in the second, they use sticks to force the struggling father, his brows now contorted in fear, into the translucent flames. This final scene abandons the more tranquil denouement shown in the St. Petersburg illustration, shifting the focus of the tale from the boy’s joyful conversion to the father’s transgression and gruesome punishment. This reconfiguration even more strongly counters the fates of the savage Jewish father and the innocent Christlike son, while the inventive combination of stereotyped physiognomy with locally familiar signifiers like the hooded cloak and “Muslim” slippers effectively grounds their opposition within the medieval Iberian sphere.

What motivated Alfonso’s artists to develop a narrative of such immediacy and violence? Lacking obvious visual parallels, we might turn to the various textual versions of the tale that might have been known to the artists as they worked. The Alfonsoine narrative itself would have been the most important of these. Although based on Gautier de Coincy’s poem, the cantiga shortens and restructures that narrative to suit its more concise musical format. It dwells particularly on the boy’s pleasure in studying hard, his acceptance by his school friends, and his joyous experience in taking communion with them:

He went into the church where he saw the abbot at the altar and communion wafers and wine from a beautiful chalice to the youths.


On the possible ties between Coincy’s work in the composition of the Cantigas de Santa María, see Teresa Marullo, “Osservazioni sulle Cantigas de Alfonso e sui Miracles de Coincy,” Archivum Romanum 18 (1934): 495-539; and Rocio Sánchez Ameijeiras, “Imaxes e teoría da imaxe nas Cantigas de Santa María,” in As Cantigas de Santa María, ed. Elvira Fidalgo (Vigo, 2002), 246-301.
The little Jew was pleased, for it seemed to him that Holy Mary, whom he saw resplendent on the altar cradling Her Son Immanuel in Her arms, was giving them the sacrament.

When the boy saw this vision, it thrilled him so much that he placed himself among the others to receive his portion. Holy Mary then stretched out Her hand to him and gave him communion, which tasted sweeter than honey. These elements find apt expression in the opening scene of the *cantiga* illustration, which shows the boy studying happily among his schoolmates, as well as in the unusual depiction of the lad receiving communion directly from the statue of the Virgin and Child on the altar. On the other hand, the text of the *cantiga* offers little foundation for the illustration’s focus on the viciousness of the father’s attack on his son and his own grisly demise. It merely reports crisply that:

Because of this great miracle, the Jewess came to believe, and the boy received baptism at once. The father, who had done the evil deed in his madness, was put to death in the same manner that he had tried to kill his son Abel.

A better understanding of the illustration’s final scenes is offered by another Iberian telling of the Jewish Boy tale, that of the Riojan clergyman Gonzalo de BerCEO (c. 1198–after 1252). BerCEO’s vernacular *Milagros de Nuestra Señora* were composed in the mid-thirteenth century in La Rioja and soon gained wide popularity throughout Christian Iberia. BerCEO’s *milagro* reports a similar series of events to those in the Alfonsoine *cantiga*, but it plays much more heavily on the father’s diabolical character and the violence of his end. BerCEO describes him as a “bedeviled man” (*diablado*), a “treacherous dog” (*can traidor*), and a “mad sinner” (*locco peccador*) who made “evil faces like someone demon-possessed” (*fazíe figuras malas como demoniádo*) as he stoked the fire in his great furnace. The mother’s reaction is nearly as mad: she cries out and claws herself so dramatically that she quickly attracts a crowd. The boy’s rescue reaches its climax not with the boy’s conversion, but when the attribution of his rescue to the Virgin prompts the crowd to turn immediately to vengeance against the father.

They sought out the man, finding him, they tied him and threw him in the fire. In the time that he was burning, they did not find any large fire, rather a small fire. They gripped him with their hands instead of their feet. From the boy he heard, and let him loose.

The story ends there with the baptism.

Both in the illustrator’s and the son’s conversion, the illustration’s final scenes are more violent than those in the earlier *Milagros de Nuestra Señora* had been commented on in the illustration’s text. Moreover, they have been further amped up in scope of context and society, hinting at a larger meaning of the *cantiga* and its illustrations.

The final scenes reflect an increasing consciousness of leaders to the Christian kingdom.

---

to vengeance against the murderous father, whose ritualistic incineration goes on for three bloodthirsty stanzas:

They seized the Jew, the false disloyal one,
the one who had done such great wrong to his little son;
they tied his hands with a strong rope
and they cast him into the great fire.
In the time it would take for someone to count a few pennies,
he was turned into ashes and embers;
they did not say psalms or prayers for his soul,
rather they hurled insults and great curses.
They gave him dreadful rites; they made for him a vile offering:
instead of the Pater Noster, they said "as he did so may he receive."
From this comunicanda God defend us,
and let such terrible payment be with the devil.⁴⁰

The story ends with praises of the Virgin, without ever mentioning the boy’s baptism.⁴¹

Both in its lingering account of the father’s demise and its omission of the son’s conversion, Berceo offers powerful parallels with the end of the cantiga illustration, suggesting the artists’ awareness of, and preference for, Berceo’s more violent ending.⁴² The artists’ willingness to abandon the narrative thread of the Alfonsoine text at this point is not surprising in itself: as one of the earliest tales to join the collection, around 1260, the Jewish Boy cantiga had been completed more than a decade, possibly two, prior to the production of its illustration—a distance that surely facilitated an independent approach.⁴³ Moreover, their willingness to depart from the original narrative must have been further encouraged by their sensitivity to social factors well beyond the scope of the text. These concerns, centering on the place of Jews in Iberian society, had intensified sharply during the years between the composition of the cantiga and its subsequent illustration.

The final decades of the thirteenth century in Castile witnessed an increasingly evident effort on the part of Christian religious and political leaders to reconceptualize social relations between Christians and Jews as the kingdom expanded rapidly into the formerly Muslim lands of southern Iberia.

---

⁴⁰ Gonzalo de Berceo, Miracles of Our Lady, 79.

⁴¹ Francisco Prado correctly observes that the baptism scene may be dispensable here because the boy’s emergence from the oven serves effectively to signal his rebirth; see Francisco Prado-Vilar, “Iudaeus sacer: life, law, and identity in the ‘state of exception’ called ‘Marían miracle’,” in Herbert Kessler and David Nirenberg, eds., Judaism and Christian Art: Aesthetic Anxieties from the Catacombs to Colonialism (2011), 115-142, esp. 129.

⁴² The similarity to Berceo’s ending has also been noted by Connie S. Scarborough, “Verbalization and visualization in MST I.3 of the Cantigas de Santa María” (PhD dissertation, University of Kentucky, 1983), 38.

⁴³ Patton, “Constructing the inimical Jew,” 252.
The successes of the thirteenth-century Reconquista had rendered Iberia’s Jews both financially and administratively indispensable. At the same time, ecclesiastical pressures and an increasingly European cultural orientation had begun to harden once-casual attitudes toward the interaction of Christians with the religious minorities with whom they had long shared social space. Like other Iberian rulers, Alfonso X himself had begun to take more seriously long-ignored papal legislation aimed at restricting social contact between Christians and Jews by imposing distinctive dress, regulating interfaith commerce more tightly, and increasingly restricting the urban spaces in which Jews were permitted to move and live.44

The most innovative features of the illustration in the Cantigas de Santa Maria must be understood as responding to precisely this desire to explore and delineate boundaries between those of different faiths. This is expressed most in the adoption of a formulaic physiognomic caricature for the Jewish boy’s father and, more variably, for the boy himself. The hooded cloak worn by the Jewish boy performs a similar, but more locally resonant function: such cloaks, worn voluntarily by Iberian Jews for centuries, had begun to figure centrally in current controversies over the imposition of distinguishing dress for Iberian Jews. Spain’s Christian kings had for decades ignored or evaded the Fourth Lateran Council regulation of 1215 that Jews wear a badge, hat, or other distinguishing sign when in public45 but in the late thirteenth century, as laws came more frequently to be enforced, the hooded cloak often became the garment of choice.46 Together, the Iberian cloak and the imported facial stereotype offered a powerful new idiom by which religious difference could be signaled.

New Castilian concerns about Jewish violence offered another factor that might have shaped the cantiga illustration. Fears of such violence against Christian children in particular had expanded significantly in Western Europe since the first claim of ritual murder of a local child was leveled in Norwich in 1144, and copycat claims soon proliferated elsewhere.47 By the end of the century, in England and Bohemia, violence against Jews had tripled, and the pogroms in Iberia threatened to follow them. The condemnation of 1294, with Jews meeting separately from Christians, if in character no less severe towards the Jews, of Alfonso X, constitutes a legal document that they had previously encountered in the form of the devil’s oath of a Jewish father with a scène domestique and with a scene from the Hebrew Bible.

The artists’ choice of imagery may be recognizable, in the way in which they depicted the Jews.

With its straightforward and unbreached incarnation, the depiction of the social position of the Jew and the rub should have been familiar to schoolmate and perhaps even from the childhood of the Iberian child.


45 In 1219, Ferdinand III received papal permission for exemption from this rule: Robert Chazan (ed.), Church, State, and Jew in the Middle Ages (New York, 1983), 179–80. Alfonso X later endorsed the papal requirement in his great law code, the Siete Partidas.

46 Persistent complaints of noncompliance, such as those raised by the Cortes of Palencia (1313) and Toro (1371), suggest that it was not regularly enforced. See David Nirenberg, “Sex and segregation: Jews and Christians in medieval Spain,” American Historical Review 107/4 (2002), 1065–93, esp. 1081, n. 54.


49 “And he shall be seized and putting them to death, if they are unavailable, shall be seized and put to death, if the truth of the matter is E. Carpenter, "los judíos" (B)
end of the twelfth century, similar charges had appeared in France, Germany, and Bohemia, and by the end of the thirteenth, despite a papal interdict, they had tripled in number. Although such claims never reached the heights in Iberia that they did in northern Europe, Castilians were not unaware of them. The first documented charges of ritual murder in Iberia were recorded in 1294, when the Jewish communities of Zaragoza and Biel were accused separately in the deaths of local children. Still earlier mention of such claims, if in characteristically skeptical terms, can be found in an oft-quoted passage of Alfonso X's own great law code, *Las Siete Partidas*. Although this hardly constitutes evidence that such claims had gained local traction, it does suggest that they had been heard even by Castilians who might never directly have encountered them. It is easy to see how such awareness might have shaped the devilish physiognomy and spasmodic gestures that invest the *cantiga's* Jewish father with such malevolence, or the decision to close the narrative with a scene of the crowd's near-cathartic involvement in his grisly execution. The artists' changes to the visual tradition of the Jewish Boy narrative must be recognized as a response to the rapidly transforming social realities within which they lived and worked.

With its long roots and richly layered history, the Jewish Boy narrative offered an ideal prism for such broad-ranging social concerns. From its first incarnation in Byzantium, its central conflict rested on the problems posed by the social permeability so often found in regions where religious communities rub shoulders. In Evagrius' Greek tale, it was the openness of his Christian schoolmates that permitted the Jewish boy to join them in accepting bread from the church; in the Latin version, it was this same lack of boundaries that


48. *And because we heard that in some places the Jews reenacted derisively—and continue to do so—on Good Friday the Passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ, stealing children and putting them on a cross, or forming waxen images and crucifying them when children are unavailable, we order that if we discover from this time forward that such a thing has occurred in any part of our kingdom, and if it can be determined, then all those involved shall be seized, arrested, and brought before the king. And as soon as he has determined the truth of the matter, he shall order the guilty parties to be mercilessly put to death.* Dwayne E. Carpenter, *Alfonso X and the Jews: An Edition of and Commentary on Siete Partidas 7.24: "De los judíos"* (Berkeley, CA, 1986), 29.
enabled him to enter the church himself. It was the very accessibility of the liturgy and its substances—an accessibility recognized and then assiduously legislated from the thirteenth century onward—that then motivated him to trespass further by accepting communion. Finally, it was his father’s shrewd awareness of the dangers posed by such transgression that drove him to his deadly act.

What Iberianists might call the *convivencia* at the heart of the Jewish Boy narrative—the “living togetherness” that prompted its transgressions, its confrontations, and their resolutions—thus reveals itself not to be particularly Castilian or even particularly Iberian. Instead, it constitutes part of the continually transformative process of cultural contact, conflict, and exchange that drove change throughout the medieval world. The dynamics of this process mattered as much to Evagrius, to Gregory of Tours, and to Gautier de Coincy as they did to Alfonso X or to his artists precisely because they underlay the particular conflicts that mattered most to each. Thus, while the *cantiga* illustration reveals much about what likely will continue to be labeled *convivencia* in medieval Castile, its links to this broader phenomenon should not be forgotten. In its peregrination from Byzantium to Spain, the Jewish Boy tale testifies to this, just as it testifies more broadly to the power of a good story. Transcending language, genre, and format, it offered each of its medieval recipients a choice lens through which to scrutinize the peculiarities of his or her own world.